
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

January 12, 2015 

 

Dear Investor: 

 

Most domestic stock indices performed well in the fourth quarter, capping a good year for equities and most 

bonds.  The bellwether S&P 500
®
 Index moved up by more than 4% in the period, and bonds advanced 

fractionally as gauged by the Barclays Bond Index.  The VIX Volatility Index – Wall Street’s oft-described 

fear index – jumped by 18% in the period, but that level was still low by historical norms.  The big news in 

the period was the collapse in oil prices in late-November when the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 

Countries (OPEC) failed to cut production and its leading member, Saudi Arabia, stated flatly that it was in 

a price war to maintain its market share. 

 

       4Q 2014 3Q 2014 Pct. Change 

 

S&P 500® Index    2058.9  1972.3  +4.4%  

Dow Jones Industrial Average   17823.1  17042.9  +4.6%  

NASDAQ Composite Index   4736.1  4493.4  +5.4%  

VIX Volatility Index    19.2  16.3  +17.8% 

Barclays Bond Index – ETF “AGG”  110.1  109.1  +0.9%  

10-Year U.S. Treasury Yield   2.17%  2.49%  -12.9% 

Gold (ounce)     $1,184.4 $1,208.2 -2.0% 

Oil (barrel – West Texas intermediate)  $53.27  $91.16  -41.6%  

 
Data Source: Bloomberg L.P. 

 

As we write this letter, the stock market is experiencing one of its periodic swoons.  Since the last day of 

2014, the S&P 500
®
 has dropped five of the last seven trading days.  Market commentators are pinning 

much of the blame on the falling price of oil, which now hovers at $45 per barrel (West Texas intermediate 

grade oil quoted on the New York Mercantile Exchange).  Oil has dropped 20 of the last 30 trading days 

since OPEC’s pivotal Vienna meeting on Thanksgiving Day (November 27).  Suddenly analysts are saying, 

in a twist of Mae West’s famous aphorism, “Too much of a good thing may not be so wonderful after all.”  

Investors are fretting about general price deflation, as well as the negative knock-on effects of sharply lower 

energy prices on energy suppliers, energy bonds, energy employment, and even the fiscal health of energy 

producing states – not to mention the obvious negative effects on energy producers themselves. 

 

We have seen this movie before, and we believe that the effects of lower oil prices are likely to be more 

benign than malevolent.  Far more people and businesses consume energy than produce it in the United 

States (and the world).  According to the U.S. Energy Information Agency, about 570,000 people were 

directly employed in the oil and gas extraction and service industries at the start of 2013.  By contrast, total 

non-farm employment in the U.S. stood at 135 million at the same time.  Even allowing for the second-

derivative effects of falling energy prices on oil and gas employment (e.g., energy capital equipment 

suppliers, oil state service providers, etc.), it seems clear that non-energy employment is a far larger number 

than is petroleum production employment.  To that end, investors should also consider the salutary effects 

of lower energy prices on consumers directly, as well as the incalculable number of ways that lower energy 

prices will work their way into manufacturers’ costs (and ultimately into consumer prices) of everything 

from oil based plastics to transportation services.  Even the first-level benefits are difficult to estimate with 



 

precision, but we can make a rough estimate.  The U.S. consumed 18.5 million barrels per day of oil 

products in 2013, so if the price of oil permanently fell by $30 per barrel, that would represent a gross 

saving to U.S. consumers of about $200 billion/year, or about $1,700 for every American household.  That 

is a powerful sugar jolt.  Median household income in 2009-2013 was $53,046, according to the U.S. 

Census Bureau.  Of course, there are offsets to this gross benefit – like the households in North Dakota or 

Texas who will lose jobs or at least income – as a direct result of the oil price drop.  But we think it is fair to 

say that the benefits of the oil price collapse are likely to outweigh their negatives – by a wide margin.  

Even the oil patch states are a smaller slice of the national economy than most people realize; only 10 U.S. 

states produced more than 100,000 barrels per day of oil in 2013.   

 

The oil companies that have strong balance sheets and cash flows are likely to sail through this rough patch; 

indeed, they will likely look to improve their positions by striking advantageous mergers.  That includes 

virtually all of the “majors” (e.g., Exxon and Chevron) and most of the larger non-integrated producers.  

The smaller exploration and production (“E&P”) companies are a varied lot – some will not survive, but 

even so there is a wide and deep capital pool of both strategic buyers and distressed debt purchasers for 

nearly all of these companies’ assets.   In this way, the current (and coming) shake-out in the energy 

industry could not be more different from the “dot.com” meltdown of 14 years ago.   Many of the smaller 

Internet companies proved to be completely worthless when the dot.com party ended in 2000, whereas 

nearly all of the E&P companies hold at least some intrinsic value in their reserves, land holdings, and mid-

stream assets.   

 

The Saudis, who are behind the oil price collapse, will succeed in suppressing the growth in oil production, 

we believe – if not this year then next year.  We have run our own analyses and conclude that new oil shale 

drilling makes no economic sense below $60 per barrel (we’re now at $45/bbl.)  It may take some time to 

slow the “runaway train” of oil shale development drilling in the U.S., but the momentum will slow and 

finally stop.  This is what happened after the oil price crash of 1986 – again, orchestrated by the Saudis, 

who then were concerned about their market share losses to producers in the U.K, Norway, and Alaska.   

 

Regarding the capital markets generally, we continue to believe that equities represent a better alternative to 

bonds (though there are some very tempting mark-downs among corporate bonds at the moment).  Though 

the equity market has had a nice run since its 2009 bottom, so too have government and investment grade 

corporate bonds.  The stock market, as gauged by the S&P 500
®
 Index, now trades at 18 times trailing 2014 

earnings and 16.5 times estimated 2015 earnings.   Based on decades of history, these are middle-of-the-

pack P/E ratios for the stock market, whereas the 10-year U.S. Treasury Bond now trades at an eye-popping 

52 times “earnings” (100% divided by current 10-year rate 1.91% [as of January 12, 2015]).  And corporate 

earnings will grow over time, whereas fixed rates are called “fixed” for a reason.  So, although there are 

many things to worry about in the current stock market environment, we must remember that investing is a 

marathon not a sprint, and the “long-distance runner” of equities has many advantages over other 

competitors on the field. 

 

Thank you for allowing us to manage your investments.  We strive to honor your faith in us with diligence, 

creativity, and good results.  That is our only business model. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Palisade Capital Management 


